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Ionization bursts produced by nuclear-active particles in extensive air showers were studied 
using an array of 192 ionization chambers with a total area of 10 m 2• It was found that the 
ionization burst spectrum differs from the spectrum of nuclear-active particles because of 
the simultaneous incidence of several nuclear-active particles upon the large-area array. 
The power exponent of the integral burst spectrum over an area of 10m2 in showers with 
more than 105 particles is y ~ 1.0 (for bursts containing more than 500 relativistic par
ticles), whereas the spectrum exponent for bursts produced by single particles in the same 
showers is y = 1.6 ± 0.1. 

INTRODUCTION 

NUMEROUS experiments [1- 3] were undertaken 
in recent years to measure the spectrum of 
nuclear-active particles in extensive air showers 
(EAS). The interest in the subject is due to the 
fact that the energy spectrum of nuclear-active 
particles constitutes one of the most essential 
characteristics of EAS. Using the data on the 
spectrum of nuclear-active particles we canes
timate the energy of the nuclear-active compo
nent of EAS and, consequently, determine its role 
in the shower development. Moreover, it is es
pecially interesting to study the nuclear-active 
particles in the high-energy range (E ~ 1011 -1012 

e V) since from the know ledge of the number of 
high-energy particles in the shower we can draw 
definite conclusions concerning the mechanism 
of development of EAS. 

In the experiments mentioned aboveC 1•2] the 
nuclear-active particles with energy greater than 
1011 eV were studied by means of ionization cham
bers having an area of the order of 1 m 2 and more. 
The quantity measured was the spectrum of ioni
zation bursts produced by nuclear-active particles 
in EAS, which was then recalculated to obtain the 
spectrum of nuclear-active particles. It was found 
that in a large energy interval (from ~ 1011 to 
~ 1013 e V) the integral spectrum exponent of 
nuclear-active particles in EAS is close to unity, 
and is practically independent of the shower size. 
Thus, e.g., Vernov et al [1] have concluded that the 
integral spectrum of nuclear-active particles in 

the energy range E ~ 1012 eV (the authors consider 
that the particles with energy E ~ 1012 eV produce 
in the array a burst greater than 103 particles) in 
EAS with the size between 2 x 104 and 5 x 105 par
ticles has an exponent y = 1.0 ± 0.2. Dovzhenko, 
Zatsepin, et al [2] found that for energies from 1011 

to 1012 eV the spectrum exponent is y;::: 0.9 ± 0.1, 
and at large energies increases to 1.3-1.4. 

Since the experiments were carried out using 
large-area arrays it cannot be precluded, as men
tioned by the authors themselves (see e.g. [ 2]), 

that in a number of cases, especially in those as
sociated with large bursts, several nuclear-active 
particles fell simultaneously upon the array, which 
caused the distortion of the measured spectrum of 
nuclear-active particles. In our previous articles 
[ 4•5] we have shown that, when detecting large ion
ization bursts using an array with an area of the 
order of several square meters, very often several 
nuclear-active particles fall simultaneously on the 
array. This effect leads to a considerable differ
ence between the spectrum of the nuclear-active 
particles and the spectrum of the bursts produced 
by them in the array. Thus, the spectrum of bursts 
detected over an area of 10m2 has an exponent y 
= 1.38 ± 0.03 (for bursts greater than 2 x 103 par
ticles), while the spectrum of nuclear-active par
ticles has an exponent y ;::: 1.92 ± 0.05. 

It is reasonable to expect that when detecting 
EAS, and especially their core region, a consider
able number of bursts is produced by a simulta
neous incidence upon the array of several nuclear
active particles. The spectrum of bursts recorded 
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by large-area arrays may therefore differ consid
erably from the true spectrum of nuclear-active 
particles in EAS. 

The size of the array detecting the bursts should 
therefore be sufficiently small to ensure that the 
burst spectrum will coincide with the spectrum of 
the nuclear-active particles. On the other hand, 
the total area of the nuclear-active particle de
tectors should be sufficiently large to achieve 
good statistical accuracy. Our array satisfied 
both these requirements, and enabled us to reduce 
considerably the systematic errors in the deter
mination of the spectrum of nuclear-active par
ticles due to a simultaneous incidence of several 
nuclear-active particles upon the array. 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

The study of the nuclear-active particles in 
EAS was carried out at sea level (Moscow) and at 
an altitude of 3200 m above seal level, using arrays 
with a working area of 10m2• 

The diagram of the array operating at 3200 m 
and the principle of its operation were described 
earlier. [5] The array consisted of six layers of 
ionization chambers, 330 em long and 10 em in 
diameter each. Each layer consisted of 32 such 
chambers. The two upper layers of chambers, 
placed under lead absorbers 2 and 3 em thick, re
spectively, served to detect the electron-photon 
component reaching the array from the air, and 
to measure its energy. The following four layers, 
placed under composite graphite-lead absorber, 
detected the nuclear-active particles. The thick
ness of the graphite absorbers was 60 g/cm2 

(upper absorber) and 210 g/ cm2 (lower absorber). 
It should be mentioned that our earlier analysis [5] 

showed that a part of the ionization bursts recorded 
by the chambers underneath the graphite absorbers 
was due to soft component particles, propagating at 
large angles to the vertical and entering the array 
from the side. This effect was especially strongly 
felt for the two lower layers of chambers, placed 
under a 210 g/cm2 graphite absorber. In order to 
select only the bursts due to nuclear-active par
ticles, we used only the data of the chambers 
placed under the 60 g/ em 2 graphite absorber. 

In the array operating at sea level there was 
one graphite absorber 60 g/cm2 thick. A diagram 
of the array is given in [ 4]. 

Each ionization chamber was connected to a 
separate amplifier with a dynamic range corre
sponding to the passage through the chamber of 
200 to - 70,000 relativistic particles. The values 
of ionization bursts in the following are not cor-

rected for the lead-brass transition effect which, 
according to [S], amounts in our case to 1.4. 

At 3200 m above sea level, about 50% of the 
time the array operated in conjunction with a 
Geiger-counter hodoscope. The counters with 
an area of 330 cm2 each were placed at six points 
at distances from 1 to 10m from the center of 
the array. Each group consisted of 12 counters. 
The hodoscope served to measure the shower 
size in the range from 104 to 3 x 105 particles. 

The array operated whenever the ionization 
was greater than a given value in two or more 
chamber layers. During the work at the mountain 
altitude, the threshold for the two upper chamber 
layers, which detected the electron-photon com
ponent from the air, was equivalent to the ioniza
tion produced by 8500 particles, and for the lower 
rows, which detected the nuclear-active particles, 
to that of 2400 particles. At sea level, the corre
sponding values were equal to 2400 and 1200 re
spectively. 

Since the intensity of EAS at the altitude of 
3200 m is 10 times greater than at sea level, the 
main part of the experimental data were obtained 
in the mountain altitude run. Greater attention 
is therefore paid to the data obtained at the alti
tude of 3200 m above sea level. 

RESULTS 

1. Selection of events. EAS were selected mainly 
by the two upper layers of ionization chambers 
placed under a thin lead absorber. It is known that 
the mean energy of electrons and photons in the 
central part of EAS (at distances up to 10m from 
the shower axis) is of the order of 3 x 108 to 3 
x 109 eV. [8] The electrons and photons of such an 
energy produce in the lead cascade showers with 
the maximum of development at a depth of 4 to 5 
radiation lengths, i.e., just at the level of the two 
upper chamber rows. Therefore, whenever the 
central part of an EAS fell upon the array, we could 
determine from the readings of the upper chamber 
layers the energy of the electron-photon component 
incident upon the array. 

From the experimental data on the lateral dis
tribution of the energy flux of the electron-photon 
component in EAS it follows that whenever the axis 
of a shower of 105 particles fell upon the center of 
our 10m2 array, the energy of the electron-photon 
component incident upon the array amounted to 
2 x 1012 eV at 3200m above sea level, and to 2.6 
x 1012 eV at sea level (the difference in the energy 
is due to the difference in the air density at the 
corresponding altitudes). Moreover, at the altitude 
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of 3200 m, about 20,000 particles were present at 
the cascade maximum in the upper lead absorber, 
but because of the lead-brass transition effect, [SJ 

1.4 times less particles passed through the upper 
layers, i.e., ,.., 1.4 x 104 particles. In order to se
lect EAS with N ~ 105 we chose therefore the 
events in which the size Iep of the burst in at least 
one of the upper chamber layers was greater than 
1.2 x 104 particles. In addition, we required the 
distribution of the ionization in the chambers of 
both upper layers to have a maximum in the cen
tral part of the array, not closer than 20 em to 
its edge. An example of a selected event is shown 
in Fig. 1, where we can see the distribution of the 
ionization among the chambers of the upper layers, 
and the layers below the 60 g/cm2 graphite ab
sorber. We detected 596 such events during 713 
hours of operation at 3200 m and 128 events during 
1840 hours of operation at sea level. 

The majority of selected events were showers 
with size greater than 105 particles with the axis 
incident upon the array. In a number of cases, 
however, a large burst in the upper layers of the 
chambers could have been produced also by show
ers having less than 105 particles, but with a 
steeper than average distribution of the electron
photon component. The indications of the hodo
scope were used to find the shower size in the se
lected events, and also what fraction of EAS with 
N ::: 105 was included in our data. 

2. Hodoscope operation and the relation between 
the burst size in the upper chamber layers and the 
shower size. As already mentioned, the array op
erated in conjunction with a hodoscope consisting 
of several counter trays during a part of the time. 
During the concurrent operation of the array and 
of the hodoscope, 431 coincidence events were de
tected in which the axis of an EAS fell upon the 
array and the burst size in the upper chamber lay
ers was greater than 1.2 x 104 particles. For each 
of these events we found the number of particles in 
the shower from the hodoscope readings. It was 
assumed that the lateral distribution function of 
charged particles in the central part of the shower 
at distances smaller than 10m from the shower 
axis is p(r) = ANr-1, where A= 1.5 x 10-3, [BJ and 
that the shower axis coincides with the point of in
tersection of the chambers of the two upper layers, 
which recorded maximum ionization. 

The reduction of the data showed that practi
cally all selected events (more than 90%) were 
due to EAS with a size greater than 104 particles. 
70% of the events were due to the incidence of 
showers with more than 105 particles. Thus, using 
the above method, we selected effectively EAS with 
N > 105• 
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FIG. 1. An example of the ionization distribution among 
the chambers of the upper layers (upper histograms) and the 
layers underneath the 60 g/cm2 graphite absorber, in an 
event in which the shower core fell upon the array. The 
x axis represents the chamber in a given layer, and they axis 
the ionization in the chamber expressed in the number of par
ticles traversing the chamber. I- total ionization in a given 
chamber layer. 

For the subsequent analysis it is necessary to 
establish what fraction of EAS with N > 105 par
ticles was included in the data. It is possible that 
a fraction of showers of a given size having a rela
tively small energy of the electron-photon compo
nent was excluded from our analysis, and that the 
results obtained refer therefore to a special class 
of EAS in which the electron-photon component has 
special energy characteristics, different from the 
average. 

In order to answer this question we constructed 
the integral size spectrum of the detected showers, 
which is shown in Fig. 2. The x axis represents 
the shower size determined by the hodoscope, and 
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FIG. 2. Size spectrum 
of detected showers. 

the y axis the experimental detection frequency 
of the cores of EAS with sizes greater than N. The 
right-hand scale represents the percentage of show
ers with a size greater than N among all the se
lected events. The integral size spectra of EAS 
obtained by Chudakov et al [9] (solid line) and Ka
meda et al[10J (dotted line), normalized to an ob
servation level of 3200 m above sea level, are also 
shown in the figure. A comparison of the frequency 
of the selected showers with N ~ 105 with the ab
solute frequency of such showers determined in 
[ 9•10] reveals that using our method of shower 
selection based on the readings of the upper rows 
of ionization chambers we detect practically all 
showers with N .~ 105 whose axes fall upon our 
array. 

Among the selected events there is, neverthe
less, a small percentage of showers smaller than 
105 particles. Evidently, in those showers the lat
eral distribution function of the energy flux of the 
electron-photon component is considerably steeper 
than on the average. Since in the earlier experi
ments (e.g., [1•2]) it has been established that the 
spectrum of nuclear-active particles in EAS is 
practically independent of the shower size, we can 
expect that the showers with N < 105 do not essen
tially affect the results obtained. 

The average size of the showers which pro
duced bursts from 1.2 x 104 to 2.4 x 104 particles 
in the upper chamber layers was found to equal 
N = 1.34 x 105 (N was determined from 108 
events). Since the mean burst size in the range 
from 1.2 x 104 to 2.4 x 104 particles is 1.65 x 104 

particles, we can consider that the selected 
events, for which the burst size in the upper lay
ers was egual to Iep. were due to EAS of an aver
age size N ~ 10 Iep· We assume that the relation 
between the mean shower size and the bursts pro
duced in the upper chamber layers remains true 
for bigger showers, since the lateral distribution 
function of the energy flux of the electron-photon 
component in EAS does not depend strongly on the 
shower size. (We were not able to check this re
lation experimentally since the hodoscope detected 
showers with N ~ 3 x 105 only.) 

3. Bursts detected by a large-area array. For 
the selected events, whenever an axis of an EAS 
fell upon the array, we constructed the spectrum 
of the ionization bursts detected over the total 
area of the chamber layers underneath the 60 
g/cm2 graphite absorber. The burst size was then 
determined as the sum of the ionization in all cham
bers of a given layer. In addition, to increase the 
accuracy, we added the bursts in the two lower 
chamber layers. The spectrum of the bursts pro
duced by the nuclear-active particles in EAS ob
tained in such a way using an array with a 10m2 

area is shown in Fig. 3 (light circles). 596 show
ers were used to construct the spectrum. It can 
be seen that, in the burst-size range under consid
eration 6 x 1012 ~ Ina~ 105, the burst spectrum 
cannot be described by a power law with a single 
exponent y. The exponent varies from y ~ 0. 8 
for small bursts Ona = 103-104 ) to y = 1.3-1.4 
for large bursts (Ina = 104-105 ). 

An analogous result was obtained at sea level. 
The spectrum of bursts (based on 128 showers) 
detected over the total area of the array at sea 
level is shown in Fig. 4. Here, too, the spectrum 
exponent varies from y ~ 0. 7-0.8 for bursts be
tween 103 and 104 particles to y ~ 1.3 for bursts 
greater than 104• 

The results concerning the spectrum exponent 
of bursts produced by nuclear-active particles in 
EAS in a large-area array are thus consistent with 
other experiments. 

4. Variation of the burst spectrum with the array 

n(~l) 

FIG. 3. Integral burst spectrum produced by nuclear-active 
particles in EAS at 3200 m above sea level. o,!:;- burst spec
trum recorded over the total area of the array; e, X- burst spec
trum in separate chambers. The spectrum !:; , X refers to the 
292 events with shower size (according to the hodoscope) 
greater than 105 particles. 
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FIG. 4. Spectrum of bursts 

produced by nuclear-active par• 
ticles in EAS at sea level (no· 
tation as in Fig. 3). 

area. We were able to analyze large ionization 
bursts under 60 g/cm2 graphite absorber since our 
array consisted of a large number of ionization 
chambers with a relatively small diameter and 
which could detect the bursts independently. 

It was found that practically all bursts in the 
detected Showers (:::: 9 0% ) , greater than 3 X 103 

particles, were due to the incidence of groups of 
nuclear-active particles upon the array. An ex
ample is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the 
burst of "' 3 x 104 particles is due to a simulta
neous incidence of a cascade of nuclear-active 
particles, consisting of ten or more particles. The 
conclusion about the presence of groups of nuclear
active particles in the core region of EAS is con
firmed by the data of other authors. Thus, e.g., 
Vernov et al [1] reported that in showers with 
N"' 5 x 105 there are, on the average, about 10 
nuclear-active particles producing bursts of 
Ina :::: 2 x 103, and all the particles propagate near 
the axis within a circle with a radius of 1 to 2m. 
It is therefore very probable that an array with an 
area of the order of a square meter will detect 
several nuclear-active particles and, consequently, 
the burst spectrum measured by such an array 
does not correspond to the energy spectrum of 
nuclear-active particles. 

It is evident that the smaller the dimensions of 
the array, the less probable is a simultaneous in
cidence of several particles upon it, and the better 
the fit between the spectrum of ionization bursts 
and the energy spectrum of nuclear-active par
ticles. In order to decrease the detection proba
bility of particle groups we constructed the spec
trum of bursts detected by separate chambers with 
an area of 10 x 330 cm2 each. As it has been shown 
earlier, [5] such a reduction of the data gives are
sult which most closely approaches the true spec
trum of nuclear-active particles. 

The spectrum was constructed for 596 selected 
showers with N ~ 105 particles (Iep :::: 1.2 x 104 ), 
using the bursts detected in each chamber of the 
two lower layers under the 60 g/cm2 graphite ab
sorber. To increase the accuracy, the spectra ob
tained for separate chambers were added together. 
The burst spectrum obtained in such a way from 
separate chamber measurements is shown in Fig. 3 
(black points). It can be seen that it differs con
siderably from the burst spectrum detected over 
the total area of the array (10m2 ). While the lat
ter is characterized by an exponent varying from 
y"' 0.8 to y = 1.3-1.4, the exponent of the burst 
spectrum detected by single chambers has the 
same spectrum exponent y = 1.6 ± 0.1 over the 
whole range of burst sizes from 103 to 2 x 104 
particles. It should be mentioned once more that 
both spectra are based on the same shower sample. 

The burst spectrum in separate chambers at sea 
level is shown in Fig. 4. In the burst range Ina 
= 103-104 the spectrum has an exponent y = 2.0 
± 0.2, i.e., differs considerably from the burst 
spectrum detected over the whole area of the 
array. 

To check whether the difference in the spectra 
is not due to a small number of showers with N 
< 105 present among the selected showers, we car
ried out a similar analysis of the bursts accompa
nied by EAS detected by the hodoscope. We chose 
292 events in which the core of EAS fell upon the 
array, and for which the shower size was, accord
ing to the hodoscope indications, greater than 105 

particles. The burst spectrum for the total area 
of the array (triangles) and for separate cham
bers (crosses) is shown for these showers in 
Fig. 3. It can be seen that the spectra are prac
tically the same as for all events with lep:::: 1.2 
x 104 particles. 

Thus the results obtained both at mountain alti
tude and at sea level indicate that the burst spec
trum in separate ionization chambers and, conse
quently, the spectrum of nuclear-active particles 
in EAS, differ considerably from the burst spec
trum detected by an array with a large working 
area and, in particular, from the spectra obtained 
in [1,2]. 

In order to investigate the variation of the burst 
spectrum measured by separate chambers with the 
shower size N we divided all the showers into four 
groups according to the burst size Iep. detected 
in the upper chamber layer. Group I consists of 
showers which produced bursts from 1.2 x 104 to 
3.6 x 104 particles ( 521 showers). The mean 
shower size determined from the hodoscope read-
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ings is N = 1.5 x 105• The remaining groups were: 
group II- 3.6 x 104 :S Iep :S 1.2 x 105 particles 
(N = 5 x 105, 197 showers), group III -1.2 x 105 

:S Iep :S 3.6 x 105 particles (N = 1.5 x 106, 57 show
ers), gr~up IV-3.6 x 105 :S Iep :S 1.2 x 106 par
ticles (N = 5 x 106, 20 showers). (It should be 
mentioned that in order to improve the statistics, 
especially for large showers, we included show
ers obtained in a selective reduction of additional 
experimental material. The number of showers 
in the groups does not represent therefore the true 
shower-size distribution. ) 

For each of the groups we constructed the inte
gral spectrum of bursts detected by separate cham
bers of the lower layers. The spectra are shown 
in Fig. 5. The x axis represents the size of the 
ionization bursts in separate chambers of the lower 
layers, and the y axis the probability of observing, 

F(1/;N) 
f 

FIG. 5. Spectrum of 
bursts produced by nu
clear-active particles 
in separate chambers 
for showers of different 
size. 

in a separate chamber, a burst of a given value for 
an EAS core incident upon the array. In the burst 
range from 103 to 104 particles (for showers of 
group IV in the range from 103 to 3 x 104 par
ticles) the spectra obtained can be represented by 
a power law with exponents 'YI = 1.9, 'YII = 1.8, 'YIIl 
= 1.5, and 'YIV = 1.3. All these spectra, including 
the burst spectrum from nuclear-active particles 
of the fourth shower group, are steeper than the 
burst spectrum detected over the total area of 
the array. 

The fact that the burst spectrum in separate 
cham~ers becomes steeper with increasing shower 
size N and the spectrum exponent y decreases 
might be due to the following effect: the number of 

nuclear-active particles incident simultaneously 
upon the array increases with increasing N, as it 
follows from Fig. 5. For the showers of group I 
(N = 1.5 x 105 ), the detection probability for a 
single chamber of a burst with size gre:ater than 
103 particles is ~ 0.012 per shower. Since in the 
lower layers there were 32 chambers, then for 
EAS with N = 1.5 x 105 the mean frequency of 
bursts greater than 103 particles was ~ 0.012 
x 32 ~ 0.4 per shower. For the showers of group 
IV ( N ~ 5 x 106 ) the frequency of such bursts 
amounted to ~ 16 per shower, i.e., the bursts with 
a size Ina =:: 103 particles will be observed on the 
average in 16 chambers of each of the lower lay
ers underneath the 60 g/cm2 graphite absorber. 
This means that for such showers a considerable 
ionization is observed in roughly half of the cham
bers of the lower layers (see Fig. 1) and that many 
nuclear-active particles fall simultaneously on the 
array. There is then a high probability that even 
separate chambers will be hit by several nuclear
active particles, which causes a decrease in the 
spectrum exponent y. The energy spectrum of 
nuclear-active particles in EAS can, therefore, 
be characterized only by a larger exponent y than 
the one found for the burst spectrum in separate 
chambers. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The data obtained indicate that the spectrum of 
bursts with Ina =:: 103 particles produced by nuclear
active particles in EAS depends considerably on the 
size of the detecting array. This is due to the fact 
that the particles producing such bursts propagate 
at small distances (one to two meters) from the 
shower axis, and that the average number of such 
particles per shower is large. When using an ar
ray with an area of the order of a square meter, 
several nuclear-active particles often hit simul
taneously the detectors near the core of the EAS. 
As a result, the ionization-burst spectrum differs 
considerably from the spectrum of nuclear-active 
particles. 

The burst spectrum in the range from 103 to 104 

particles in showers with N ~ 105-106, measured 
using an array with a small working area, is char
acterized by a spectrum exponent y = 1.8-1.9 
while the burst spectrum detected by a large-are~ 
array has y = 1.0-1.4 for the same burst-size 
range. [!, 2] The burst spectrum detected over the 
total area of our array also has an exponent y con
siderably smaller than 1.8-1.9. 

The energy spectrum of nuclear-active particles 
in EAS corresponding to bursts greater than 103 
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particles can only be softer (i.e., have a greater 
exponent y) than the burst spectrum measured in 
separate chambers. This is due to two facts: 
firstly it may happen that sometimes, especially 
for large showers, a single chamber will be hit by 
several nuclear-active particles; secondly, the re
sults obtained by us refer to the core region of EAS 
only, as we detected nuclear-active particles prop
agating at a distance of 1 to 2m from the shower 
axis. It is known that the mean distance at which 
nuclear-active particles can be deflected from the 
shower axis increases with decreasing particle 
energy. The smaller the energy of a nuclear-active 
particle (the smaller the burst produced by it), the 
greater the probability that it will miss the array 
and escape detection. The number of small bursts 
Ona ~ 103 particles) in our spectrum may, there
fore, be underestimated. 

As a result, the exponent of the spectrum of 
nuclear-active particles in EAS can only be greater 
than the exponent of the burst spectrum measured 
in separate chambers. Accordingly, we should ex
pect that in EAS with N - 105-106 particles the in
tegral energy spectrum of nuclear-active particles 
producing bursts in the range from 103 to 104 par
ticles (according to our estimates this corre
sponds to the energy range of nuclear-active par
ticles E - 5 x 1011-5 x 1012 eV) can be repre
sented by a power law with exponent y = 1.8-1.9, 
and not y = 1 as was found in [1•2]. 
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